
ALLUX FRESH

ALCOHOLIC DETERGENT FOR HARD SURFACES

It ensures cleanliness and brightness to shiny  
floors.

It quickly dries without leaving stains.

It spreads a fresh fragrance in the environment.

SUGGESTIONS

The ability to quickly dry,  
thanks to its hydro-
alcoholic nature, makes  
ALLUX FRESH an ideal  
product for the cleaning of  
public places with a high  
attendance.

DESCRIPTION

ALLUX FRESH is an alcoholic detergent for cleaning deeply hard and  
bright floors, such as ceramic, porcelain stoneware, bright marble and  
parquet.
The special hydro-alcoholic formulation allows an efficient cleaning and  
a rapid drying of the treated surfaces. It does not require rinsing and it  
ensures the maximum brightness without leaving stains or brindles.  

The pleasant fragrance of ALLUX FRESH leaves a likable and fresh  
cleaning perfume in the environment.  

Ideal for hotels, restaurants, bars, offices, shopping centers, shops,  
schools, etc.
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ALLUX FRESH

ALCOHOLIC DETERGENT FOR HARD SURFACES

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL  
CHARACTERISTICS

Appearance Clear liquid

Color Green

Odour Pine fragrance

Specific weight 0.970 ± 0.01 g/ml

Solubility in water Complete at any ratio

pH 10 ± 0.5

Chemical properties Nonionic

FOAMING POWER

Low

AVAILABLE PACKAGING

Carton with 4 cans of 5Kg - 016ALFR0020

USE MODALITY

The recommended average dilution into water is  
between 1%-3%. Wipe on the surfaces to be  
cleaned with the indicated equipment already  
soaked in this solution. It does not require rinsing.  

CORRELATED PRODUCTS ACCESSORIES

Mop
01AA770684

Pinza per mop
01AA770685

Telaio lock
01AA770672

Carrello Witty 30L con  
strizzatore
01AA770679

Dik vetri
016DIKV512
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I dati riportati sono basati sulle nostre attuali documentazioni e sul meglio delle nostre conoscenze: ciò nonostante non possono in alcun  
modo costituire garanzia ne’ comportare responsabilità legali. Al fine di migliorare la qualità del prodotto Allegrini S.p.A. si riserva il diritto di  
modicare lo stesso senza alcun preavviso e anche dopo l‘accettazione dell’ordine. Per ulteriori informazioni rivolgersi a: Allegrini S.p.A. - Vicolo  
Salvo D’Acquisto,2 - Grassobbio (BG) Italy - Telefono: +39 035 4242111 Fax: +39 035 526588 -   
e-mail: info@allegrini.com - www.allegrini.com
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